
FIGURE 9.8

Periodic table showing sublevel blocks

Ahh-here it is, the full-blown periodic table in its long form.
Now we can see where the f block elements really belong in
relation to al I the others.
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l've taken this periodic
table apart, and put the f \
block back at the bottom, "\,.

so we can really see the
blocks that represent the
difterent sublevels.
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it, it's easy now that we understand how the sublevel blocks and the periods
work. This is best illustrated by the example below.

[XA,\lPLE 9.1: \i,t'iit: tl-re COnfigr-rration ir-ilr,itfl,,im. L':r sf]tlclral rtr;Ictiittir
lviti"'i the noble,qas core.

Solution: First, locate the element on the periodic table. Second, find the
noble gas in the period above it: this is krypton. Third, decide what
block the element is in: yttrium is in the d block. Fourth, count over
from the left of the block to find out how many electrons are in that
sublevel: yttrium is the first element in the d block; so it has one electron
in the 4d sublevel. Fifth, decide whether there are any filled sublevels:
yes, the 5s sublevel is filled since it comes right before the 4d.

Answer: (Kr-36)5s24d 1 
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EXA,\4PLE 9.?: !\ l'ite tht: cGnl'igur;:iion fr:r phos;;i'ri)r'ij5 U-.e i;cx iir,;l.1iir-rt:

r,r,'ith the noble gas core

SoJution: First, we locate phosphorus. Second, neon is the nearest lower
noble gas.Third, phosphorus is in the p block. Fourth, three electrons in

the p block. Fifth, the 3s sublevel is filled.

Answer: (Ne-i0)

WHY THE PERIODIC TABLE WORKS. We have already seen
various trends in the periodic table. We've seen that ionization energy, elec-
tron affinity, and electronegativity increase as we go across a period and
decrease as we go down a group. We've seen that atomic size and ionic size
increase as we go down a group and decrease as we go across a period. We've
seen that positive ions are smaller than their atoms, and negative ions are
larger than their atoms. Now we can find out the reasons for all these trends.

As we go across a period, each element has one more proton and one
more electron than the element to its left. We're staying within the same
principal energy level, or shell, but we're increasing the number of electrons

FIGURE 9.9

Periodic table showing periods and sublevels
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